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ABSTRACT. This study examines the cognitive and affective factors of candidate appraisal by manipulating
candidate attractiveness and levels of issue agreement with voters. Drawing upon research in evolutionary
psychology and cognitive neuroscience, this analysis proposes that automatic processing of physical
appearance predisposes affective disposition toward more attractive candidates, thereby influencing cognitive
processing of issue information. An experimental design presented attractive and unattractive candidates who
were either liberal or conservative in a mock primary election. The data show strong partial effects for
appearance on vote intention, an interaction between appearance and issue agreement, and a tendency for
voters to assimilate the dissimilar views of attractive candidates. We argue that physical appearance is
important in primary elections when the differences in issue positions and ideology between candidates is
small.
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Being physically attractive matters for electoral
success. An expanding literature finds that
people feel positively toward and regularly vote

for more physically attractive candidates. Still lacking
is a theoretical explanation for how and when levels of
attractiveness influence voting decisions. This paper
develops a theoretical framework that assesses the
influence of physical attractiveness on vote intention
under varying levels of issue agreement between
candidates and voters.

The theoretical premise proposed here investigates
how affective and cognitive attitudes interact to shape
voting behaviors. Physical attractiveness determines
affective attitudes, and levels of issue agreement
influence cognitive evaluations. There are four condi
tions under which affective and cognitive dispositions
are expected to interact: positive affect with cognitive
agreement, positive affect with cognitive disagreement,
negative affect with cognitive agreement, and negative
affect with cognitive disagreement. Do consistently
positive or negative dispositions have an additive or
multiplicative effect on candidate appraisal and issue
agreement? Do they increase or decrease vote inten
tion? Or, do they have some other effect? Conversely,
do contradictory affective and cognitive dispositions
cancel each other out, or does one trump the other?
The model developed in this paper draws upon studies
of political perception that document voter tendencies
toward perceptual distortion in candidate appraisal,
including both assimilation and contrast effects,1,2 such
that voters may distort or disregard their perception of
preferred candidates who have incongruent issue
positions.

Several studies in social psychology conducted in the
1980s explored the role of physical appearance in
social judgment," and some extended this concern to
the problem of candidate appraisal in electoral
behavior.4,5,6,7 A common finding was that physical
attractiveness significantly affected judgments of elect
ability or vote intention. Exploratory in nature, these
studies lacked a theoretically based casual model
explaining why and how appearance effects operate
in candidate appraisal. More recently, two lines of
behavioral research provide the theoretical grounds for
understanding appearance effects in candidate apprais
al. First, major gains in evolutionary psychology have
applied the "good genes" theory from biology to
understand human perceptions of beauty and physical

artractiveness.Y'i'" Additionally, substantial progress
has been made in cognitive neuroscience detailing how
the brain processes facial information to solve prob
lems involving facial recognition and emotional dis
play.11,12 This research supports a model of emotional

response where the brain automatically predisposes
preferences both independently of, and sequentially
prior to, the conscious processing of semantic infor
mation. According to this model, neurophysiological
mechanisms predispose voter preferences and, under
conditions of inconsistency, activate assimilation and
contrast effects in processes of political perception.

Appearance and electability

Previous research supports the proposmon that
perceptions of attractiveness, cued by facial morphol
ogy, shape perceptions of candidate electability.5,13,7
Appearance, style, and other idiosyncratic personal
information may have special relevance for multi
candidate elections when partisan identification is
constant, political information scarce.l" or issue
positions less differentiated, as in primary elections in
the United States.15,16 Wyer and Ottati summarize the
literature on candidate appraisal with specific attention
to how voters form impressions of new candidates.Y
They posit that voters rely heavily on partisan
identification and personal appearance when issue
information is in short supply. In contrast, when voters
begin acquiring information about candidate issues and
values, appearance effects dissipate.

If subjects receive information about a previously

unknown candidate in the absence of information

about the candidate's stands on specific issues, they

form a general concept of the candidate on the basis of

(a) party affiliation, (b) physical appearance and

mannerism, or both (p. 287).

Popkin's discussion of impression formation in
primary elections supports a model in which idiosyn
cratic personal information plays an important role in
candidate appraisal.i" Indeed, he observes that, "per
sonal information can drive more relevant political
information out of consideration" (p. 166). Although
not testing the relative effects of personal and political
information, Rosenberg and colleagues examined the
effects of physical appearance on vote choice with
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candidates' party affiliation and ideology controlled
through experimental design.I Across different condi
tions and subject populations, appearance consistently
had significant and substantial effects on vote choice.

Wyer and colleagues examined the effects of
favorable versus unfavorable appearance and speech
style on candidate appraisal. 7 To permit measurement
of issue and ideological agreement, candidates were
alternatively presented with liberal or conservative
ideologies. The study found significant appearance or
"style" effects, but only under the condition of issue
disagreement. No significant differences emerged in
vote intention between favorable and unfavorable
appearances when voters agreed with the candidates'
issue positions or ideology.

Neither the Rosenberg nor Wyer studies present a
causal explanation of the correlation between appear
ance and vote intention. We posit that an assimilation
effect in perceptions of the candidate's political values
may explain how attractive candidates appeal to voters
who do not agree with them. Assimilation effects in
political judgments occur when voters perceive a
candidate or party's values as more similar to their
own than warranted by the facts. 1,2,19 A tendency to
assimilate views of attractive candidates accounts for
Wyer and colleagues' findings that the correlation
between appearance and vote choice is conditional on
issue disagreement. Under conditions of issue agree
ment, there is no assimilation and therefore no
correlation between physical appearance and vote
choice.

This literature supports two propositions: first, that
appearance matters for vote choice when political
values are held constant; and, second, that appearance
affects vote choice most when voters disagree with
candidates' political values. The Rosenberg study
simulated runoff elections between two candidates
but Wyer and colleagues did not present a competitive
choice. Neither study employed the two-factor manip
ulation necessary to simultaneously examine the effects
of appearance and issue agreement and thereby test the
assimilation hypothesis.

Two theoretical questions of practical electoral
significance emerge from this literature. Frist, given a
field of ideologically similar candidates, such as in a
primary election, do more attractive candidates have a
competitive advantage? Second, where political values
vary among candidates, do more attractive candidates

benefit from the tendency of less politically proximate
voters to assimilate their views?

The psychology of appearance effects

Drawing on research in cognitive neuroscience, we
propose that appearances matter in candidate appraisal
because human brains automatically process facial
images quickly (on the order of tens of milliseconds)
and are neurologically predisposed to prefer some
physical features more than others.

Facial processing
Neuroscientists studying facial image processing

find that humans have specialized neurological capa
bilities for processing facial information that provides
a means for exploring how the brain processes
information more generally.l1,12 Using brain imaging
techniques and electrodermal measurements, also
known as event-related potentials (ERPs), a growing
number of studies have directly observed the activa
tion of discrete areas of the brain when engaged in
different facial processing tasks. Central problems of
this research include understanding discrimination
between familiar and unfamiliar faces, identification
of familiar faces, and recognition of positive and
negative emotional displays.

Findings from this research reveal the specialization
of the brain in facial processing tasks. Clusters of
neurons that fire in response to familiar facial stimuli
are located in the right middle temporal gyrus and left
prefrontal cortex, but the bilateral posterior cingulate
gyri and right occipital cortex fire neurons when faces
are unfarniliarr'" and, when processing emotional
displays, neurons are activated in the amygdala.21,22

Current models propose parallel processing of facial
image data for familiarity and for emotional dis
play,23,24 and research finds that response latencies
range from 70-130 ms for facial recognition tasks.25

During this one-tenth of a second, the brain analyzes
the morphological structure of a face, searches memory
for a matching image, analyzes the details of muscle
controlled patterns that define emotional expression, 11
and begins searching for facial identity. Priming either
by repetition or prior exposure to a familiar name
reduces latency (i.e., shortens time to recognition) to
familiar faces. 12
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One implication of this research is that even well
adapted voters may not be deeply processing semantic
information about candidates.r" given that facial
processing occurs almost instantaneously upon expo
sure to a candidate's face every time it is encountered.
The effect of priming on response latency implies that
significant media exposure facilitates facial processing.
The more familiar the face and faster the response, the
more likely it is that individuals process image data
before any cognitive processing of semantic informa
tion.

Studies of pathologies in facial processing provide
insights into the interrelationship of visual and
semantic information processing. Prosopagnosia is a
clinical condition in which patients cannot recognize
faces they have seen before that should be familiar.v' In
such cases, individuals do not remember familiar faces
and cannot associate identities with faces. This
condition results from lesions in the occipito-temporal
regions of the cerebral cortex. Several studies using
electrophysiological measurements have found that the
brains of prosopagnosia patients respond to familiar
faces, even though the patient does not remember
having seen them before and cannot connect faces and
names. Findings of this phenomenon, known as covert
recognition,27,28 reveal that facial processing is largely
automatic, or hard-wired, and occurs independently of
cognitive processing. As Young12 comments:

For all neurologically normal people, recognition is man

datory.r" We cannot look at a familiar face and decide

whether or not to recognize it; no matter how hard we

try. The operation of the recognition system proceeds

automatically, outside conscious control (p. 294).

Implied by this research is the finding that visual and
cognitive processing happens by way of two separate
pathways in the brain. As voters view a televised news
report or a campaign ad, they simultaneously analyze
the visual and semantic data. Voters process visual
images with response latencies equal to just a few
frames of video exposure, which in North America
rolls by at a rate of 30 frames per second.

Two widely cited anecdotes illustrate the potential
relevance of automatic facial processing for electoral
politics. One is the Reagan Administration's positive
response to a very negative CBS News report by Lesley
Stahl about Ronald Reagan during the 1984 election.r'"

Reagan's campaign staff loved the report, arguing that
"the great pictures of Ronald Reagan ... are overriding
your message because they conflict with your message"
(p. 409). Also illustrating the political significance of
automatic facial processing is the different response of
television viewers and radio listeners to the first Nixon
Kennedy debate of 1960. Television viewers, so the
conventional wisdom goes, saw the negative visual
images of Nixon and evaluated him more negatively
than the telegenic Kenncdyr' ' To reiterate, humans
process visual images automatically and this highly
efficient operation gives the visual evaluation of
candidates temporal priority over cognitive assess
ments that do not happen as rapidly.

Evolutionary psychology
Evolutionary psychology also reveals that voters may

bring phylogenetically adapted biases or predisposed
preferences to bear in processing facial images.9,32

Cross-cultural studies provide a growing body of
evidence that humans favor symmetrical faces,33,34
faces with an average alignment of features,35,36,37 and
faces revealing enhanced secondary sexual characteris
tics, such as cheekbone prominence and large lower
jaw size in males-and consider them to be more
attractive than others38,39,10,40,41 Even infants at

six months of age prefer symmetrical and average
faces.42,35,43 One study reports that such preferences
emerge in infants within days after birth. A conse
quence of these deep-rooted preferences is high
agreement in ratings of facial attractiveness across
different groups.":'

Contention in this literature is not in the correlation
of facial morphology with attractiveness judgments but
the relative strength of these effects, the interaction of
symmetry and averageness in attractiveness judg
ments,44,45 and the causal explanation of these
biases.l" Whether these preferences originate from a
neurological averaging of facial images that approxi
mate population averages'l' or reflect a phylogenetic
adaptation.Y the fact that humans share certain
fundamental preferences for adult faces indicates a
neurophysiological basis for attractiveness judgments
that might explain appearance effects in candidate
appraisal. Indeed, there is evidence from event-related
potential studies that positive versus negative affective
response to faces activates different areas in the brain
for facial processing.I" This reinforces the interpreta-
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tion that affective responses to facial images are quick,
automatic, and precede cognitive awareness.

Appearance and trait attributions
Other relevant research explores appearance-based

attributions of personality traits. Associated with
attractiveness is a "halo effect" where individuals
attribute positive personality characteristics to attrac
tive persons, including competence, likability, domi
nance, and honesty-all traits associated with political
leaders.Y

Facial dominance is a dimension of appearance rated
with high reliability both within and across cul
tures.50

,5 I These ratings respond to enhanced second
ary sexual characteristics in male faces, especially large
lower jaw size, and prominence of both cheekbones
and eyebrow ridges.l" Mazur and Mueller report that
ratings of facial dominance for West Point cadets based
on yearbook photographs with standard poses, were
positively associated with status attainment while at
the Academy, as well as with attainment of General
rank decades later in their careers.52 ,5 3,4 0 Basal
testosterone levels in puberty condition secondary
sexual characteristics in males. One explanatory
hypothesis of the leadership selection effect is that
facial features serve as cues to heightened basal
testosterone levels that, in turn, are associated with
competitive and assertive behavioral patterns.I" con
tributing to leader stereotypes.

Zebrowitz, Voinescu, and Collins conducted re
search on "demeanor bias" designed to explore factors
that contribute to common perceptions of faces as
honest or dishonest. 55 They found that babyfaceness or
neotany, attractiveness, facial symmetry, and larger
eyes contributed to perceptions of honesty and "wide
eyed innocence." Geldard, Maurer, and Carney report
"modest" significant preferences for larger eyes in
adult faces in research with five-month old infants.Y
This emerging literature on facial morphology and trait
attribution indicates that not only are some facial
features preferred over others, but also that this
preference extends to the attributions of desirable and
undesirable personality characteristics that play a
direct role in assessing candidates for political office. 56

Television, print media of all kinds, brochures,
posters, banners, and the Internet bombard voters with
visual images of candidates. Neuroscience findings
highlight how the brain processes these images very

quickly, pnrnmg and possibly shaping subsequent
cognitive information processing activity. Evolutionary
psychology suggests that voters bring to their visual
processing tasks certain preferences, biases, or predis
positions, potentially favoring some candidates over
others. Research on trait attributions suggests that
these biases encompass desirable or undesirable per
sonality characteristics. Taken together, these findings
reveal not only why physical appearances matter for
candidate appraisal, but also which morphological
configurations voters prefer.

Hypotheses
An experimental design tested first whether attrac

tive candidates have a competitive advantage and,
second, how levels of ideological agreement between
candidates and voters moderate the effect of candidate
attractiveness. It is assumed that voters apply stereo
types in selecting candidates for executive leadership
positions, such as president or governor. Stereotypes
applied to executive leaders differ from those applied
to candidates for Congress or lower offices. The
dependent variable, vote intention, is conditional on
executive leadership office.

Physical appearance and style may affect vote choice
because voters share stereotypic expectations of how
leaders should look and behave. The literature on
evolutionary psychology and cognitive neuroscience
supports the proposition that people are predisposed to
prefer certain appearances to others, including attrac
tiveness and dominance as cued by facial morphology.
Additionally, voters make trait attributions, including
competence and ability, based on physical appearance.
Stereotypes of leaders reflect these predisposed prefer
ences and voters express them in judgments of
candidate electability, also referred to as viability, for
leadership offices in popular elections. Given that
voters are unlikely to choose candidates judged low in
elcctabiliry.Y it can be predicted that:

H 1: Under low information conditions or with other

relevant factors, such as background, character, and

information on political values held constant, voters

will be more likely to vote for candidates with positive

appearances based on electability ratings.

Of course, candidates vary along a continuum of
attractiveness and voters often choose between two or
more candidates. The size of the effect of physical
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appearance on vote intention depends on the size of the
contrast in candidate attractiveness. Thus, we predict
that:

H 2 : The greater the contrast in appearance-based

electability ratings of candidates, the greater the effect

of physical appearance on vote intention.

Relevant literature supports the assumption that the
processing of visual information about candidates by
voters is automatic and precedes cognitive processing
of data about them. Therefore, and counter to Wyer
and colleaguesv appearance-based electability evalua
tions should contribute to vote intention regardless of
issue agreement or disagreement. The third hypothesis
therefore predicts that:

H 3 : Appearance-based electability evaluations will

have a significant effect on vote intention, independent

of the level of issue agreement between voters and

candidates.

If voters share and apply a stereotype of electability
to candidate evaluations, then we can assume that they
will dismiss candidates who do not meet the stereotype.
As cognitive misers.r" voters are unlikely to waste their
votes on unelectable candidates and invest cognitive
resources in evaluating semantically encoded informa
tion about candidates with low electability, including
information about issue positions. Therefore,

H 4 : The greater the appearance-based electability

evaluations of candidates, the weaker the effects of

issue agreement upon vote intention.

Notably, this hypothesis emphasizes the importance
of stereotype matching in candidate appraisal. Candi
dates who fail the appearance test receive little further
consideration.

More than a generation of research by Granberg and
collaborators reveals that voters distort positions of
parties and candidates based upon their affective
dispositions toward them. Implicit stereotypes, rooted
in human neurobiology and affective dispositions,
might activate cognitive processes of assimilation and
contrast. Granbcrg' summarizes these effects in the
following propositions:

People tend to assimilate when attributing a position to

a preferred party or candidate. The degree to which

assimilation of a preferred candidate occurs is a direct

function of the level of positive affect felt by the person

toward the preferred candidate. The tendency to

assimilate in perceiving the position of a preferred

party or candidate is pervasive, occurring at both the

level of the average citizen and extending to people in

elite positions (pp. 85-86).

If people do display positive affect toward faces with
selective morphological features, then Granberg's view
that people will assimilate the views of candidates
toward whom they are positively disposed should be
correct. Hence, the final hypothesis posits that:

H s: The greater the appearance-based electability

rating of a candidate, the greater the assimilation of a

candidate's political values by voters who do not share

them.

Research design

An experiment exposed subjects to a mock primary
election campaign containing stimuli for four candi
dates presented in a 2 X 2 factorial design that
manipulated appearance and ideology. Candidates
included a liberal and conservative with high appear
ance-based electabili ty ra tings and a liberal and
conservative with low electability ratings. Degree of
attractiveness was held constant across ideological
lines: there were two versions of the experiment
conducted such that the attractive liberal in the first
experiment was the attractive conservative in the
second.

Images of political candidates used in the experiment
were selected from the 16 official candidates for
president in the 1996 Romanian national elections.
Included in each wave of evaluation were the
incumbent, two major party candidates, and one minor
party representative. More than 150 American subjects
in four different replications of the experiment,
including undergraduate and adult professional sam
ples, rated the electability and attractiveness of the 16
candidates with high levels of between-subjects agree
ment (Cronbach's alpha == .95). These ratings strongly
correlated with those yielded by a replication of the
experiment in Jakarta, Indonesia (and, tentatively, a
sixth in the Trobriand Islands). The ratings revealed
significant differentiation between the 16 candidates in
ratings of pictures and video clips of speaking behavior
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Figure 1. Means and confidence intervals for candidate pair electability ratings.

in televised national debates. One candidate received
very positive ratings in both appearance and style, one
was above average in appearance and very positive in
style, and two were slightly below average in both
appearance and style. As Figure 1 reveals, this design
does not produce artificially contrived variance on the
appearance factor that would skew results.

The experimental stimuli consisted of video clips and
campaign pamphlets that provided voters with a visual
image of the candidates and issue-based information to
activate cognitive processing. Subjects first viewed a
20-second video clip of the candidate taken from a
nationally televised debate that standardized image
size, camera angle, dress, and background setting. They
then rated the candidate on a 9-point electability scale.
Subjects next read a campaign pamphlet for each
candidate, which contained a picture, a name-Bob
Miller, Mike White, Joe Nelson, or Jim Smith-and
slogan on the first page, and four issue statements with
a picture on the two inside pages. Pictures came from

actual campaign literature of the candidates in the
Romanian election. Pamphlets included statements
drawn from the web pages of u.S. senators and
representatives with strong liberal or conservative
policy positions. Issue statements for each candidate
addressed three issues: abortion, gun control, and the
Clinton impeachment. A fourth issue position included
in the pamphlet was either school prayer or school
vouchers. For example:

Liberal: It is imperative that we guard the safety of our

children at school and at home, which obligates us to

restrict the number of guns on our streets. Too many

children are killed every day as a result of irresponsible

gun owners and the easy availability of guns. I support

legislation to increase the waiting period for anyone

wanting to buy a gun and to limit access for everyone

convicted of crimes to ownership of guns.

Conservative: I will actively work to protect individual

liberty and freedom by opposing gun control legisla-
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tion. I am concerned that waiting periods and bans, as

well as taxes on ammunition and strict transfer laws,

will not deter criminals from obtaining guns. Such

measures only serve to infringe on the rights of honest

citizens, not protect them from criminals.

After reading the pamphlet, subjects evaluated each
candidate on several posttest items described below.
After rating the first candidate, subjects watched
another video clip, read another pamphlet, and
evaluated the second candidate. Subjects were recruited
from undergraduate classes for both versions of the
experiment-ll2 subjects for the first version and 64
for the second version. Two groups came from a state
college in New York, one from a state university in
Illinois, and one from a state university in Arkansas.
Previous experiments found virtually no differences
between undergraduate and adult ratings of candi
dates; therefore, use of student samples was deemed
justified.

A pretest administered at least a week before the
experiment assessed subject attitudes, media use,
demographics, and political orientations. In addition,
the pre-experiment questionnaire included items ad
dressing attitudes toward the policy issues presented
as stimuli in the campaign brochures. The posttest
instrument included the electability measure described
above ("Regardless of whether you would vote for this
candidate, what is your overall impression of the
electability of this candidate?"), scales for rating the
perceived liberal and conservative values of the
candidates, and a vote intention scale. Similar to
previous studies, subjects rated candidates on 9-point
trait attribution scales for competence, honesty, com
passion, likability, and leadership ability. 7

Reliability and validity

Electability
To test the reliability of the manipulation of

candidate appearance, subjects rated candidate elect
ability after watching a brief, silent video clip of
speaking behavior in a televised debate and before
exposure to political information in the campaign
brochure. Mean ratings were calculated across the two
versions of the experiment because the information on
issues that distinguishes them was not available to the
subjects when they recorded their responses. Figure 1

presents the means and 95 percent confidence intervals
for candidate electability ratings. The candidate rated
most favorably in prior research was judged signifi
cantly more electable that the other three in this
experiment. The second candidate selected for positive
appearance was rated as significantly more electable
than the two selected for less attractive appearance.
There was virtually no difference in the ratings for the
latter two candidates. In sum, these data show that the
stimuli produced the intended manipulation of candi
date appearance, including a high and low contrast
condition within the candidate pairs.

Attractiveness and trait attributions
A test of concurrent validity involves the association

of attractiveness with the attribution of leadership
traits. Indeed, trait attributions may partially mediate
the effects of physical appearance on evaluations of
electability. In addition to the "halo" effect for attrac
tiveness, previous research5

,
7 has attributed competence,

leadership ability, honesty, compassion, and likability to
more attractive candidates. Figure 2 reports attribution
data on each of these characteristics for both candidate
pairs. Subjects evaluated candidates on the trait scales
after exposure to both the video clips and campaign
brochures. Means for each candidate were calculated
across the liberal and conservative portrayals, effectively
holding political values constant. Within each pair of the
five trait scales, the more electable candidate received a
higher mean rating. In addition, the mean differences
were statistically significant with the exception of
compassion for the low contrast pair. The size of the
difference is somewhat greater in the high contrast pair
for ratings of competence, leadership ability, compas
sion, and likability but not honesty. However, the t
values are much greater for the high contrast pair on
each of the traits. These data confirm that the attrac
tiveness halo effect extends to the realm of candidate
appraisal.

Results

Electability and vote intention
The hypothesized effect of electability judgments on

vote intention assumes that voters are more willing to
consider voting for candidates they consider electable
and less willing to waste their votes on unelectable
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Figure 2. Trait attributions of candidate pairs.

candidates. Figure 3 plots the relationship between
electability and vote intention for each of the four
candidates. Case points are randomly dispersed in the
plots to display clusters along the least squares line.

A striking result in these data is the similarity in the
patterns of the effects. Although central tendency in
electability varies across the four candidates, the slopes
are nearly identical-the greater the electability rating,
the greater the vote intention. Cases cluster in the
higher electability and higher vote intention quadrant
of the plots for the two more politically attractive
candidates and in the lower electability and lower vote
intention quadrant for the less attractive candidates.

To explore the effects of the contrast in appearance
between candidates, significance test s for the mean
difference in vote intention were calculated within
pairs, where the issue positions presented (liberal or
conservative) were identical. For the high contrast pair
(#1), the mean difference in vote intention was 1.621

(t = 8.263, P < 0.000) and for the low contrast pair
(#2), the mean difference was .661 (t = 3.408, P <
0.001) . Thus, with the effects of issue agreement held
constant, vote intention was significantly greater for
the more attractive candidate within a pair. In addi
tion, the greater the contrast between two candidates,
the greater the difference in vote intention.

Electability, issue agreement, and vote intention
Subjects received brochures about each of the

candidates, with very liberal or very conservative
subjects receiving brochures from candidates on the
opposite side of the political spectrum. The difference
between a subject's self-placement on a scale of
political ideology, ranging from very liberal to very
conservative, provided an indicator of issue agreement
or disagreement with the candidates. To explore the
interaction between appearance and ideological agree
ment, subjects reporting liberal or very liberal values
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Figure 3. Electability rating and vote intention.

were classified as in agreement with liberal candidates,
in disagreement with conservative candidates, and vice
versa for conservative subjects. Moderates were placed
in a partial agreement category.

The data in Table 1 reveal that politically attractive
candidates enjoy a decided advantage under each of the
conditions of ideological agreement. Vote intention in
each category is approximately the same for the two
less attractive candidates and correlated with value
agreement for all four. In the high contrast pair (Pair
1), the attractive candidate and the size of the diffe
rence increased with greater disagreement. In the low
contrast pair, the differences are smaller but significant

in a one-tailed test. These data clearly contradict the
finding of Wyer and colleagues that appearance effects
are conditional on political disagreement, although the
effect is greater under disagreement in the high contrast
pair.

A second approach to measuring agreement involved
analyzing subject positions on the set of items in the
pretest that included the issues addressed in the
candidate brochures. Responses to five issue questions
were entered into a principal components analysis and
two factors were extracted that accounted for 27.1
percent and 24.4 percent of the total variance after
varimax rotation. On the first factor, capturing social
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Table 1. Appearance, value agreement, and vote intention.

Subject/candidate ideology

Agreement
Mixed
Disagreement

Pair 1 appearance ++

6.580
5.700
4.950

Pair 1 appearance -

5.350 (p < 0.001)
4.030 (p < 0.001)
3.050 (p < 0.001)

Pair 2 appearance +

5.720
4.840
3.760

Pair 2 appearance -

5.030 (p < 0.067)
4.110 (p < 0.031)
3.250 (p < 0.107)

Data are mean values. Probabilities are two-tailed for Student's t.

liberalism, loadings for attitudes toward abortion,
prayer in schools, and impeachment were .792, .742,
and .396. The second factor, capturing feminist values,
discriminated positive attitudes toward women's'
rights (.806) and negative attitudes toward gun control
(-.749). Factor scores for subjects on each principal
component were subsequently used in regression
analysis.

Given that the second version of the experiment
reversed the ideological portrayal of the candidates to
provide a consistent measure of attraction, the second
version reversed the signs of the factor scores. For
example, a very liberal subject who was in agreement
with Pair 1 candidates in the first version, would be in
disagreement in the second. Reversing the signs for
subjects in the second version transformed the indica
tor from one of liberalism or conservatism to one of
agreement or disagreement with Pair 1 candidates. For
similar reasons, responses on the ideological self
placement scale were transposed for subjects in the
second version of the experiment for analyzing the
effects of issue agreement on vote intention. Finally,
because the sample size for the two versions of the
experiment were unequal, cases were weighted by the
proportionate contribution of their subsamples to the
whole.

The data in Table 2 address the third and fourth
hypotheses. Hypothesis 3, that appearance-based
electability ratings have significant partial effects on
vote intention, receives substantial support in these
results. Appearance-based electability ratings had

strong and significant effects on vote intention for all
four candidates, although slightly less so for the most
attractive candidate. Issue agreement, on the other
hand, was important primarily for the attractive
candidates, although ideological proximity had signif
icant, albeit weak effects for one less attractive
candidate.

Results for the liberal issue agreement factor bear
directly on Hypothesis 4. Here, the effect size and
significance increase with higher electability ratings.
Considering the less electable candidates, subjects did
not utilize available information on issue agreement in
reaching decisions on vote intention. Results are weak
and inconsistent for feminist issue agreement. The
findings for social liberalism, however, suggest that
voters may not seriously consider the issue position and
political values of candidates who do not match their
appearance-based stereotypes of political leaders.

Physical appearance and assimilation effects
Because candidates had relatively extreme issue

positions, perceptions of candidate ideology hypothet
ically might range from accurate estimations to
exaggerated similarity. Figure 4 plots subject ratings
of candidate ideology for Pair 1 in relation to
ideological self-placement, with untransposed respons
es, to illustrate the measurement of assimilation effects.
Overall, subjects perceive candidates with liberal issue
positions as more liberal and vice versa for conserva
tive candidates. Objectively, accurate perceptions by
subjects would rate a liberal candidate as "9" on the

Table 2. Physical appearance, issue agreement, and vote intention probability.

Independent variables

Ideology
Liberal issue agreement
Feminist issue agreement
Electability rating
Constant
Adjusted R2

Pair 1 appearance ++

0.107 (0.173)
0.777):-):- (0.205)
0.302 t (0.185)
0.710):-):-):- (0.114)
1.065 (0.896)
0.526

Pair 2 appearance +
0.439):- (0.173)
0.509 (0.203)
0.086 (0.189)
0.861)~ ):- ):- (0.132)
1.295 (0.911)
0.500

Pair 1 appearance -

0.401):- (0.173)
0.353 t (0.194)
0.244 (0.189)
0.971):-):-):- (0.109)

-1.696 (0.769)
0.589

Pair 2 appearance -

0.076 (0.178)
0.261 (0.210)
0.365 t (0.202)
0.850):-):-):- (0.111)
0.128 (0.789)
0.548

oLS analysis; coefficients are unstandardized, standard errors in parentheses.

t p < .10, "p < 0.05, ~~~-p < 0.01, ):-):-):-p < 0.001
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Figure 4. Assimilation of candidate issue positions: Pair 1 candidates.

liberalism scale and "1" on the conservative scale.
Deviation from these conditions on either scale reveals
perceptual error or distortion in candidate appraisal.

Figure 4 reveals that such distortion is not randomly
distributed for subject ideology but varies with the
reported intensity of subjects' attitudes. Thus, politi
cally moderate subjects display the greatest error while
very liberal and very conservative subjects tend to
display the least. On the one hand, it is plausible that
self-identified moderates are less sophisticated in
relating candidate issue positions to ideological labels .
On the other, when self-identified liberal or very liberal
subjects minimize the conservatism of a conservative
candidate, we can say there is an assimilation effect.

There is evidence of perceptual assimilation in the
appraisal of Pair 1 candidates shown in Figure 4. Most
striking is the contrast between the more and less

attractive candidates under the conservative portrayal
condition. Here, ideologically extreme subjects dis
played high levels of discriminatory accuracy in rating
the less attractive candidate, with very liberal and very
conservative subjects similarly rating the candidate
very high on conservatism and very low on liberalism.
Very conservative subjects showed a similarly accurate
evaluation of the more attractive candidate. Liberal
and very liberal subjects clearly minimized the candi
date's conservatism and maximized his liberalism,
although these effects are much weaker under the
condition of liberal portrayal with conservative sub
jects.

We then measured perceptual error in subjects '
appraisal of candidate ideology by calculating the
absolute value of the difference between ratings of the
candidates on the liberal ism and conservatism scales.
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Table 3. Assimilation effects on probability of voting for candidates.

Independent variables

Newspapers
TV news
Liberal issue agreement
Feminist issue agreement
Electability rating
Assimilation! contrast
Constant
Adjusted R2

Pair 1 appearance ++

-0.299t (0.159)
0.277t (0.149)
0.836):-)!- (0.134)
0.302 ):- ):- ):- (0.126)
0.707)P:-)!- (0.081)

-0.109):- (0.050)
1.676):- (0.716)
0.557

Pair 2 appearance +

0.132 (0.173)
-0.058 (0.160)

0.720):-):-):- (0.140)
0.052 (0.139)
0.824):-):-):- (0.100)

-0.155):-):- (0.570)
0.385 (0.721)
0.483

Pair 2 appearance -

-0.131 (0.167)
0.123 (0.157)
0.555):- ):- ):- (0.132)
0.324):- ):- ):- (0.136)
0.980):- ):- ):- (0.080)
0.059 (0.050)

-0.702 (0.661)
0.576

Pair 2 appearance -

0.065 (0.165)
-0.241 (0.157)

0.334):- (0.139)
0.385):-):- (0.140)
0.812):-):-):- (0.078)

-0.034 (0.053)
0.590 (0.646)
0.561

OLS analysis; coefficients are unstandardized, standard errors in parentheses.

t p < .10, "p < 0.05, ):-):-p < 0.01, ~-):-)l-p < 0.001

Whether presented as liberals or conservatives, ratings
with no distortion would have a value of 9 on a 9-point
scale. Maximum distortion, in which candidates were
equally rated near the midpoint of the scales, would
have a value of zero. The greater the ideological
difference between candidates and voters, the less likely
the assimilation of candidate ideology; the smaller the
difference, the greater the possibility of assimilation.

We next examined assimilation effects on vote
intention for the four candidates in conjunction with
electability ratings and issue agreement. We also
included two indicators of media attention-frequency
of reading newspapers and watching television news
programs-assuming that subjects with more political
information would be more adept at relating candidate
issue positions with ideological labels. Results present
ed in Table 3 show significant assimilation effects only
for the two politically attractive candidates. Thus, the
greater the error in appraisal of attractive candidates'
ideology, the greater the vote intention-holding
electability, issue agreement, and media attention
constant. An examination of the mean perceptual error
across the four candidates found no significant
differences. It is not the sheer amount of error in
perception that explains the differences in Table 3, but
the increasing frequency of error under conditions of
issue disagreement for the attractive candidates. This
result is consistent with the hypothesized assimilation
of political values of the more attractive candidates.

Table 3 illustrates that with the effects of media
attention and perceptual error controlled, the contri
bution of issue agreement to vote intention is strong
and significant across all four candidates, in contrast to
the findings in Table 2. However, effect size increases
with attractiveness, and the enhanced contribution of

the cognitive component to vote intention leaves the
influence of the precognitive, appearance-based elect
ability component virtually unchanged. In sum, phys
ical appearance affects vote intention directly, as well
as through indirect effects on the integration and
processing of cognitive information appraisal.

Discussion

Several studies show that emotional responses to
candidates for popular leadership office play an
important role in voters' choices. Marcus and Mac
Kuen 5 8 revealed the involvement of feelings of anxiety
and enthusiasm, Granberg/ reported on both u.S. and
cross-national research demonstrating that affective
response, even "gut level" feelings, may trigger
favorable perceptual distortions of candidates' views,
while Sullivan and Masters59 showed that voters
respond emotionally and differentially to candidates'
facial displays. This study addressed two additional
questions. First, do physical appearances contribute to
voters' emotional responses to candidates, helping to
explicate gut level feelings? And, second, how do
affective and cognitive dimensions of candidate ap
praisal interact to influence voter decisions?

The research design separated and manipulated the
affective and cognitive dimensions of candidate ap
praisal. First, based on prior research, subjects were
exposed to candidates known to elicit positive or
negative affective responses. Second, we required
subjects to choose between candidates under condi
tions of cognitive agreement or disagreement. Subjects
responded with both their heads and their hearts-or
guts, as the case may be. They showed a strong
preference for the candidates with whom they agreed, a
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strong preference for the candidates they liked, were
most responsive to candidates they both liked and
agreed with, and were most negative towards those
they disliked and with whom they disagreed.

The more interesting problem occurs when voters
confront contradictory dispositions in their affective
and cognitive responses to candidates. Subjects were
somewhat more likely to vote for a less attractive
candidate with whom they agreed ideologically, than
an attractive candidate with whom they disagreed (Ms
== 5.35 and 4.95 for Pair 1, and Ms == 5.03 and 3.76
for Pair 2 in Table 1). On the other hand, the mean
vote intention for the less attractive candidate was only
at the mid-point (5.0) on the vote intention scale under
agreement conditions. This result was reinforced when
considering the overall partial contribution of agree
ment on discrete issues to vote intention. Issue agree
ment made a significant and substantial contribution to
vote intention only for the attractive candidates.

The findings reveal this effect to be partially the
result of perceptual assimilation in which subjects
exaggerated the similarity of the candidates' positions
with their own. However, subjects were more respon
sive to cognitive information when considering attrac
tive candidates, even with assimilation effects statisti
cally controlled. In other words, positive affective
response was a prerequisite for cognitive processing of
issue information for many of our subjects. These
subjects, acting as cognitive misers, dismissed those
candidates from consideration who they deemed
unelectable based on physical appearance. The findings
demonstrate that cognitive and affective dimensions of
candidate appraisal are mutually reinforcing when they
contain consistent information, that positive affect
does not trump cognitive agreement when they are
inconsistent, but that positive affective may enhance
the cognitive component of candidate appraisal.

There is little doubt that physical appearances playa
role in the selection of mating partners, chief executive
officers, generals, even football quarterbacks. The
proposition that appearances play a role in the
selection of political leaders may be more provocative
because it appears to contradict traditional models of
the rational voter while challenging democratic norms
of equal opportunity. One implication of these findings
is that attractive candidates have a decided competitive
advantage in nominating contests and runoff elections.
General elections are becoming the province of

attractive candidates who meet stereotypic expecta
tions of leader appearance. Appearance-based selection
biases operate early in the electoral process: in the
surfacing period before primary elections, during
campaigns to achieve party nominations, and at
nominating conventions. Candidates whose appear
ance and behavioral style meet the standard of
electability may be more effective in raising campaign
funds, garnering media attention, receiving endorse
ments, and enjoying critical early success in the polls.
General elections with two party candidates minimize
the effects of attractiveness in the formation of
preferences. Here, there should be no major challenge
to accepted models of voting behavior because the
nomination process controls for appearance effects.

The practical implications of these findings are
threefold. First, in any election, candidates who do
not meet stereotypic expectations with respect to
appearance and style are likely to receive less substan
tive consideration of their policy views than those who
do meet them. Second, in multi-candidate elections
such as primaries, where two or more candidates with
similar political views compete, candidates who are
more attractive should enjoy a decided advantage
resulting from voters' implicit biases. Third, in runoff
or general election contests in which there is a
significant attractiveness contrast between candidates,
the more attractive candidate will receive the benefit of
assimilation effects in candidate appraisal.

Conclusion

This study investigated the role of physical appear
ance in candidate appraisal, based on theory and
research in the fields of evolutionary psychology and
facial processing in cognitive neuroscience. Specifically,
we tested the hypotheses that attractiveness is associ
ated with electability and electability with vote
intention; that appearance-based electability judgments
affect vote intention independent of issue agreement;
that the effects of issue agreement are stronger for more
electable candidates; and, that voters assimilate their
issue disagreements with more electable candidates
during information processing, leading to greater vote
intention than would occur on the basis of appearance
or issue agreement alone. An experimental design
tested these hypotheses by juxtaposing two pairs of
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attractive and unattractive candidates as very liberal or
very conservative, based on information provided in
campaign brochures.

Candidates who are more attractive are not neces
sarily guaranteed electoral wins. Issue agreement is also
important, and no doubt determinative in runoff
elections. Issue effects could work either for or against
an attractive candidate, depending on how much voters
agree with them, although assimilation effects give
candidates who are more attractive an edge. We
propose that precognitive processing of visual infor
mation about candidates, in conjunction with implicit,
predisposed preferences for selective aspects of facial
morphology, prime the processing of semantically
encoded information about candidates; our results
support this model.
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